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Travel Republic, part of Emirates 

Group, is one of the largest and best-

established online travel agents in 

Europe. In business since 2003, the 

company has two million customers 

booking with them annually in the UK 

and Ireland. Their website provides 

access to more than 300,000 hotels, 

over 200 airlines and in excess of 1,000 

destinations, delivering customers a 

competitive depth of choice. 02
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In working together to deliver more relevant results to customers 

looking for hotels, Travel Republic and bd4travel have improved 

click-through rates, conversions and average booking value.

Background to Travel Republic

“We can’t just expect customer loyalty – we earn it. Using bd4travel, we 

have provided our customers with an individual and tailored experience 

throughout their user journey on our website, all based on their unique 

profile.”

John Musk, Product Director at Travel Republic

Solution

bd4travel technology

Results
 increase in average  
 booking value15 %  uplift in  

 conversion rate2 %  decrease in customers  
 using filters to find  
 relevant results
4 %



Whilst customers want choice, they 

don’t want to be overwhelmed by 

it when purchasing a holiday and 

Travel Republic feels strongly that the 

traditional way of doing business in 

the online travel world is no longer 

the ideal – if it ever was. Providing 

customers with a generic price-driven 

search result and then asking them to 

find what they want through various 

filters means wading through lots of 

extraneous data to find a holiday that 

is perfect for them.

Treating every customer in such a 

way shows no personalisation of 

experience, meaning users have to 

trawl through hundreds of probably 

irrelevant options on travel websites. 

This insight is backed up by the 

Google statistic that 69% of leisure 

Treating customers as individuals was 

core to Travel Republic’s decision to 

partner with bd4travel. Travel Republic 

decided to focus on the hotel 

travellers worry they’re not finding 

the best price nor making the right 

decision when it comes to their travel 

plans. Travel Republic realised they 

weren’t supporting their customers in 

their search, failing to build both trust 

and loyalty through relevance. 

Determined to do things better, 

Travel Republic commissioned 

research to find out more about their 

customers’ needs*. This research 

showed that while 49% of people 

wish they travelled more, 17% were 

failing to book a holiday because they 

were confused by all the options! 

Finding that people are not going on 

holiday because of too much choice 

–  essentially having to wade through 

an unhelpful amount of data – Travel 

Republic knew things had to change.

booking aspect of their website – not 

surprising given the fact 43 million 

users had used more than two filters 

to try to find the right hotel for them 
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Things needed to change

Partnership for personalisation

“Price sort is like lining up all the products in a supermarket from the cheapest 

to the most expensive and telling a shopper to go and find what they want.”

Andy Owen Jones, CEO of bd4travel

“We’re trying to rebel against a convention of laziness in the online travel 

industry.”

John Musk, Product Director at Travel Republic

Travel Republic commissioned research which was conducted by Atomik Research among 2,009 

UK adults aged 18+ who have been on holiday in the past three years. The research fieldwork 

took place between 23 and 26 February 2018. Atomik Research is an independent creative market 

research agency that employs MRS-certified researchers and abides to MRS code.

*
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in the previous 12 months. Travel 

Republic wanted to steer away from 

giving potential customers hundreds 

of hotel choices and then leaving 

them to decide which was the best 

fit. Gaining a tangible and actionable 

understanding of customer needs at 

a single moment in time was key to 

that.

bd4travel’s goal is to understand 

customer intent better than anyone 

else, based on the theory that 

customers don’t know what they’re 

going to buy in terms of travel 

products until they start comparing 

different options. When users start 

comparing hotels on the Travel 

Republic website, they leave hundreds 

of important signals that describe 

their probable intent. Capturing 

this information could help Travel 

Republic with their goal of providing 

an exponentially more helpful service 

to their customers.

bd4travel focuses on four areas: what 

the user intends to spend, where they 

are in the booking funnel, what they’re 

looking for and how likely are they 

are to churn. By comparing millions 

of anonymous users, bd4travel has 

trained self-learning algorithms to 

predict what price a customer is likely 

to spend based on certain behaviours. 

Simultaneously using data from 

hotels, including review information 

and service provision, has allowed 

Travel Republic to present selections 

of hotels that fit users’ criteria, instead 

of being a filter-led self-service shop.

A path to the future

43 m

Filter or Sort  
selection per  

visitor

2.3

Intent

What does he 
want to do 

now?

Engagement

Will he churn 
in this session?

Interest

What is relevant 
to him?

Budget

How much is 
he willing to 

spend?
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“As bd4travel started to learn more about our customers it was great to 

start viewing positive results almost immediately after each stage of 

implementation.”

Andy Nyberg, Head of Data and Insights at Travel Republic

Granularity of information is important 

for meaningful personalisation. For 

example, every hotel in Majorca has 

a swimming pool. If a user appears 

to be interested in swimming pools 

in their search, showing them hotels 

with swimming pools has the same 

effect as not personalising at all. 

However, if the swimming pool has 

good customer reviews, if it’s a very 

large pool or has a children’s area, 

this is information that can deliver 

a significantly more meaningful 

personalised experience to users. 

Travel Republic was able to capture 

this level of information and present 

it to their customers thanks to 

bd4travel’s algorithms. In addition, 

Travel Republic refined the imagery 

presented to customers looking for 

specific criteria, such as focusing on 

a great photo of a hotel’s pool if this 

was shown to be important to a user.

Extending the personalisation 

opportunities further for Travel 

Republic, bd4travel’s algorithms are 

also able to define small sets of users 

who are likely to respond well to being 

referred to a call centre. Call centre 

agents are able to see the user’s 

profile via a unique code, helping 

them more personally and efficiently 

handle the customer call. Similarly, 

data can be captured to define lists 

of users who should be the highest 

priority for retargeting – helping Travel 

Republic become more focused with 

its marketing budgets.

“The deeper your content is, the richer your personalisation strategy  

can be.”

Andy Owen Jones, CEO of bd4travel
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Travel Republic has experienced some 

compelling results since partnering 

with bd4travel. In particular, the 

higher value of hotel bookings shows 

that customers don’t necessarily want 

the cheapest option, which is what 

filters are best at showing. Users want 

a travel solution that is the perfect fit 

for them – and they’re willing to pay 

for it. 

As Travel Republic can now analyse 

detailed real-time information 

about customer behaviour through 

bd4travel’s solution, the business has 

an instantaneous source of validation. 

This is pivotal to the company 

being able to see what is working 

immediately rather than having to 

wait for months to see if investing 

in a particular marketing approach 

has worked. Enabling agility and 

quick responses to emerging trends, 

Travel Republic’s work can be more 

immediate and impactful. 

This is also helpful for Travel Republic’s 

relationships with its hotel partners, 

giving the ability to provide feedback 

on how the website is adding 

value to hotels and their visibility 

to potential customers. Customers 

are also engaging more with Travel 

Republic, interested in how relevant 

hotel results are being delivered to 

them and keen to refine their profiles 

further. Crucially, the benefits of 

personalisation are apparent in many 

areas of Travel Republic’s business.

The verdict

“bd4travel has helped Travel Republic move to a business model of relevancy. 

We’re building customer profiles and matching them to products. We’re 

moving from a traditional one-size-fits-all approach, to every customer 

getting an individual experience.”

John Musk, Product Director at Travel Republic
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Discover how an anonymous user can be treated as an individual  with 

personalised offers, in your own demo of bd4travel’s artificial integlligence 

software.

Book your personal demo!

Don‘t miss the latest updates: Sign up and get our news and personalisation 

insights sent right to your inbox: www.bd4travel.com/newsletter

More Resources on AI-based Personalisation in Travel: To find out more 

about AI-based personalisation in travel, visit www.bd4travel.com/resources 
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